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Abstract

Not only have Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) advanced in rapid succession, but society has embraced these developments and implemented them in daily life. This adoption has not only affected our way of conducting routine activities, but also significantly modified the way we do things as well as the things we now do. At this junction, rather than how engineering should improve ICT, the appropriate question seems to be “what should ICT engineers focus on? This question involves not only the prediction of future trends, but core engineering ethics, since any new ICT development is likely to affect societal activity. We present a recent study where we developed an approach to predict future trends and use it to guide our research plans. In that sense, the current study is a meta-study, that is, a study to reveal what and how we should conduct future studies.
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1. Introduction

Our intent is twofold. First, we would like to understand future trends in Information and Communications Technology (ICT) and how they affect societal conduct. Next, we would like to identify likely directions ICT will take as the various elements of the technology are either embraced or disregarded by society. The study is by nature inquisitive and argumentative. Our approach is to first survey available information, and then conduct extensive interviews to extract hints regarding future trends that may be better adopted by society.

The improvements in ICT have dramatic effects on how we live. These impacts are researched in various academic domains yet along mostly a reductionist viewpoint. There are many examples of research on the effects of ICT, for example, regarding education we cite, [1], [2], and [3]. Study [1] points to the increasing need for reliable translation services to accommodate the increase in networking among people of different languages and cultures. In that study, they experiment on the effect of translation technologies and machine translation systems on student performance and on the translation quality in classrooms. Their experimentation divides a group of students into two and compares the results of those two groups: one with, and the other without, ICT support. In study [2], they use the so-called Structure Equation Model (SEM) to understand the direct and indirect effects of instruction and the use of ICT on creating innovation according to the Socialization, Externalization, Combination, and Internalization (SECI) model. To quantify the study, they use questionnaires collecting opinions from 540 undergraduate students from three disciplines. In study [3], they measure the impacts of games on mobile devices on fifth-grade students’ attitudes towards an “Information Technology and Software” course and on their understanding of programming concepts. The comparison of pre-test and post-test results for two separate test groups, they see an improvement in understanding, yet no change in attitude with the introduction of these so-called “mobile serious games”.
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There are also studies focused on the relationship between ICT and urban structure. For example, study [4] explores the impact of ICT on urban structure. By using international data on city size distributions in various countries and country-level characteristics, the researchers test the effects of ICT. They report a correlation between the number of telephone lines per capita and the spatial dispersion of the population. In 2008 when this paper is published, they observe the evidence of internet usage to be more speculative, though they claim that it would have an even larger effect on urban structures.

In the environmental science domain, [5] points out that the relationship between ICT and environmental pollution from a spatial perspective is rarely studied. In this study, they use the panel data of 285 cities in China from 2003 to 2016 and spatial econometric models to see this effect. They see a positive spatial autocorrelation between these two.

In the e-commerce domain, in study [6] researchers interrogate the effect of continuous improvement of ICT applications on e-customer behavior. They conduct experimental studies on social media users to see how improvements in ICT applications lead to better e-customer behavior.

From the perspective of health and ICT, study [7] states that there are only a few studies conducted on the relationship between headaches and computer usage. To contribute to this area, 2216 IT staff are studied to uncover potential factors leading to headache disorders. Data is collected via questionnaires and processed using statistical methods.

In the domain of economics, study [8] develops and shares productivity frameworks and models to measure the ICT cybersecurity negative externalities spillover effects on sustainable economic growth. The study treats ICT cybersecurity’s negative externality spillover effects similarly with negative externalities generated by pollutants’ emissions.

In addition to these domains, in organizational science, ICT evolution and the effect of it on firms is well documented [9]. Although this is the case, whether the pace of research on the effect of technology to everyday life can cope with the rapid changes in the industry is questionable. There are also researches which starts creating taxonomy of personal processes [10] and developing ICT solutions to manage those processes which emerge in everyday life [11].

In this paper, we first share a research on the news around IT industry and then share an idea on how to approach studying the effects of ICT on everyday life.

Structurally, Section 2 gives information on material and methods, Section 3 provides the background of the study, Section 4 shares the results and discussions whereas Section 5 gives our conclusions.

2. Material and methods

We chose 10 random days in a one year period between July 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019, and went through a total of 951 Hacker News (https://news.ycombinator.com/) stories. Hacker News is arguably one of the best news resources in the intersection of technology and business. Its guidelines [12] list two main rules for what to have as news and what not:

- “On-Topic: Anything that good hackers would find interesting. That includes more than hacking and startups. If you had to reduce it to a sentence, the answer might be: anything that gratifies one's intellectual curiosity.”
Among those news samples, we picked the ones that gave information on topics that could have a direct impact on people’s personal lives. In the first step of this selection, we went through the headers of those 951 news items. 78 of those news posts are included in the second phase of the selection. In the second phase, we read those 78 different hacker news posts and included the ones relevant to our topic for the final analysis.

The inclusion criteria for a news post is as follows:

- Post should have ICT related content
- The content of the post should be directly related with the individuals’ daily lives.

3. **Theory**

There are various studies which suggest ways to evaluate social impacts of ICTs.

With study [13] researchers approach this from a “quality of life” perspective to evaluate the social impacts of ICTs. They conduct two sets of telephone surveys with 11 months in between and analyze the quality of life change as well as ICT access and e-services usage change. Then, they check the correlation between those. They conclude that the effect of ICT on social capital exists although the causal relations among changes of ICT usage, access, and social capital is not exactly conclusive.

In study [14], researchers criticize the domination of market-oriented, functionalist, and instrumental views by “suggesting a critical neo-humanist alternative”. In their paper they give Habermasian lifeworld-in-system with nine structural segments and argue that by investigating the influence of ICT on the process of communicative action process, those segments can be evaluated.

Another different approach to the social impact of ICT is from political philosophy. Study [15] analyzes how the existence and higher usage of ICT facilitate the realization of New Social Movements by allowing visibility, scope, and circulation.

In another study [16], researchers share a new index with name “Gross Social Feel-good” (GSF) index that can be used in the evaluation of environmental, social and economic influences of ICT services on sustainable
development. They also propose a method for evaluating the happiness index via “questionnaires about the necessity, usability and impression of ICT services”.

4. Results and discussion

After choosing 78 hacker news posts in the first phase, with the information gathered by detailed reading, a portion of them were excluded in the second phase. Among those not-excluded hacker news posts, 37 of them are grouped below, together with some descriptions.

Data collected in social platforms, applications, or even authorities are not always used in the way the data owners accept it to be.

- “Brazil fines Facebook $1.6 million for improper sharing of user data” [17]
- “Facebook Will Now Use Oculus VR Data for Ads Just as Everyone Expected” [18]
- “The UK authorities made illegal copies of the #Schengen Information System, incl photos & fingerprints of EU citizens and gave access to US companies” [19]
- “Google Is Evil” [20]

Although accessed data is used in multi-varied ways, it is not easy to reach data collected by other parties.

- “Victory! EFF Wins Access to License Plate Reader Data to Study How Law Enforcement Uses the Privacy Invasive Technology” [21]

The way citizens behave are sometimes forced by the government by policies and legal acts.

- “Greeks set to face heavy fines if they don't spend 30 per cent of their income electronically.” [22]
- “Hong Kong protests: Authorities to announce face mask ban” [23]
- “Hong Kong’s protesters put AirDrop to ingenious use to breach China’s Firewall” [24]
- “Getting a new mobile number in China will involve a facial-recognition test” [25]

Governments even sometimes shutdown the Internet to create repression or watch the citizens closely with surveillance technologies or intervene the decisions of big tech companies.

- “Life in an Internet Shutdown: Crossing Borders for Email and Contraband SIM Cards” [26]
- “Surveillance camera statistics: which cities have the most CCTV cameras?” [27]
- “Australia's anti-encryption laws being used to bypass journalist protections, expert says” [28]
- Attorney General Bill Barr Will Ask Zuckerberg To Halt Plans For End-To-End Encryption Across Facebook's Apps [29]

Sometimes, the decisions made by giant tech companies or companies having many people’s personal data are found to be objectionable by data owners.

- “Google contractors reportedly targeted homeless people for Pixel 4 facial recognition” [30]
- “Here's that hippie, pro-privacy, pro-freedom Apple y'all so love: Hong Kong protest safety app banned from iOS store” [31]
- “My GitHub account has been restricted due to US sanctions as I live in Crimea.” [32]
- “GitHub blocked my account and they think I’m developing nuclear weapons” [33]
- “Amazon’s Next-Day Delivery Has Brought Chaos And Carnage To America's Streets — But The World’s Biggest Retailer Has A System To Escape The Blame” [34]
- “Kaspersky in the Middle – what could possibly go wrong?” [35]

Sometimes those giant tech companies make decisions to minimize legal risks or protect their ecosystem.

- “Exclusive: Fearing data privacy issues, Google cuts some Android phone data for wireless carriers” [36]
• “Twitter will not accept advertising from state-controlled news media entities.” [37]
• Today’s Firefox Blocks Third-Party Tracking Cookies and Cryptomining by Default [38]

There is an ongoing war between malicious hackers and ethical hackers.
• “Dutch police take down hornets’ nest of DDoS botnets” [39]
• “Terrorists Turn to Bitcoin for Funding, and They’re Learning Fast” [40]
• “Indian nuclear power plant’s network was hacked, officials confirm” [41]
• “Takeaways from the $566M BriansClub breach” [42]
• “Statement: Intention to fine Marriott International, Inc more than £99 million under GDPR for data breach” [43]
• Unprotected Elasticsearch database exposes sensitive information of over 20 million Ecuador citizens [44]

Meanwhile, companies try to patch every gap they have in their software systems against vulnerabilities.
• “Zoom Zero Day: 4+ Million Webcams & maybe an RCE? Just get them to visit your website!” [45]
• “The July 2019 Security Update Review” [46]

Machine Learning and Deep Learning technologies (i.e. per-trained models) are now readily available. These technologies facilitate various new implementations, some generally viewed as good and some not.
• “Fraudsters deepfake CEO’s voice to trick manager into transferring $243,000” [47]
• “Face Recognition Using Pytorch” [48]
• “DeepFaceLab” [49]
• “Beijing Internet Court launches online litigation service center” [50]
• “Lixil AI-based Toilet Analyzes Shape & Size of Feces with Camera and LEDs” [51]

ICT companies are creating new business models in various industries with the promise of improving or expanding the business of existing companies. Some of these new business models do not yield the intended results.
• “India’s Restaurants Rebel Against Food Delivery Apps” [52]

ICT also have impact on the behavior of individuals.
• “Survey shows average person grows frustrated after waiting 16 seconds for a webpage to load, 25 seconds for traffic signal to change.” [53]

5. Conclusion

Our survey of on-line resources as well as our deliberations with people from different walks of life lead us to construct the following list of fundamental elements.

1. As mobile devices are becoming more and more ubiquitous, they are considered to be a permanent feature of any future trend.
2. As connectivity improves, computing power will be independent of the access device. That is, not all data processing needs to be on a mobile device, but rather may be seamlessly shifted to servers or other cloud facilities.
3. The so-called “smart” devices provide information when needed. Future devices are expected to go beyond the smarts to display rudimentary traits of consciousness. As such, these personal devices will provide unsolicited guidance and advice, make suggestions without the user consulting the device.
4. Extreme customization, not unlike friends or a person and a pet, seems to be a feature that is not only likely. But one that will also be embraced by society.
These findings lead to the notion that the further integration of mobile devices will result in more personal, more customized, and more peer-to-peer-like platforms. If a device that is quite familiar with the needs, character, and whims of a user is to provide unsolicited input, society would be accepting the proposition that the more routine aspects of daily life be delegated to these devices. A bit like the old alarm clock that helps with a good night’s sleep by elevating the need to keep checking the time, these personal devices may assist in routine tasks, usually by prompting the user to take action.

Here, we see a parallel to Business Process Management (BPM) systems. These systems track the activities of a business and prompt the system to take action at critical times. Moreover, they keep track of the performance of the system and help to identify possible aspects that may be improved. Similarly, mobile devices that act as a Personal Process Management (PPM) may be expected to be welcome by society in the near future. These PPM systems may prompt the user to help meet deadlines, pay bills, renew licenses, remind events, as some smart calendars now do. Moreover, these systems may also keep track of the user, suggest taking breaks, seeing a medical specialist, or eat certain foods that they may have neglected. Beyond physical help, tracking the mood of the user, PPM systems may engage in conversation or surprise the user when it seems beneficial for the psychological well-being of the user.

Our meta-study begins with an investigation into the likely directions ICT will take and concludes with one possible likely mega-trend, namely PPM. This paper presents the rational behind this identification and provides a methodology that may also be used to predict future trends in other industries that have a great impact on society, such as technologies that deal with the environment, security and privacy, and healthcare.
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